Esteemed Principal,

Centre for University Industry Collaboration, Anna University, Chennai is organizing Tamil Nadu State Level Placement Programme for Chennai Zone on 27th & 28th December 2013. M/s Infosys Limited is agreed to participate in the event. The details are given below.

Venue: Anand Institute of Higher Technology, Kalasalingam Nagar, Old Mahabalipuram Road, Kazhipattur - 603 103

Eligibility: Final year students of B.E. / B.Tech. (CSE, ECE, EEE, EIE, ICE & IT) with CGPA 8.00 (no rounding off) and above with No Standing Arrears from I Semester to Last Semester

SSLC: 75.00% (no rounding off) and above marks

HSC: 75.00% (no rounding off) and above marks

The Interested and Eligible students are directed to register through online before 18.12.2013, 3.00 PM, Sharp. The weblink is

https://docs.google.com/forms/d/1fYZGWU8wCBoEFxI6ywmpXL7RsS4w9tX5RDxJRTsJ4E/viewform

The registered students will receive an Invitation mail from Infosys on 19.12.2013 and the students are directed to act as per the invitation mail.

Note: The Principal / Placement Officer are requested to ensure that only the interested and eligible students are alone to register the same, failing which they cannot able to participate in the drive.

Director, CUIC